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	Title: January profits outperform 2018 in continuation of recent trends
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	Blurb: The ASE Key Ratios are a simple way to benchmark performance and quickly assess the strengths and weaknesses ifa motor retail dealer. ASE plc collect in excess of 17,000 composite submissions on a monthly basis across the world,whilst ASE Audit LLP offers professional advisory services to over 320 privately owned UK motor businesses.
	Body Text: Improvement in January performanceThe average UK motor retailer produced a profit of £9,000 in January, a £3,000 improvement on the result recorded for January 2018. Whilst the overall registration levels were down for the month this shows retailers improving profitability margins for the business they were transacting.Increase in retailer turnover levelsA review of the SMMT registration statistics showed that, whilst overall registrations were down for January, this was only a result of a lower number of last day (self) registrations. This is confirmed by retailer turnover levels, which actually grew by 2% compared to the result for January 2018. A lower level of self-registrations is not bad for retailer profitability. Rise in used car stock levelsJanuary saw a rise in the level of used vehicle stock investment, a trend which was very prevalent in the second half of 2018. It is unlikely that this represents a "stockpiling" of vehicles pre-Brexit and as noted above it is also not a result of self-registrations. It appears to reflect the continued focus on profitable used retailing in the face of a depressed new car market.Uncertain outlook for MarchEvery year March is a pivotal month in determining the overall level of profitability for the year and this is even more the case in 2019, with the continued uncertainty over whether we will face tariffs post the end of the Month. General levels of demand appear healthy, with GDPR issues now almost behind us.Aftersales and used cars remain a significant opportunity for businesses, with gross profits from both areas continuing to rise year-on-year. Whilst new cars and Brexit will provide the headlines, used cars and aftersales remain the star performers.


